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Each evening, there is a need for the core team and the organizing team to meet for review
and adjustments.
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Useful Khmer words
Khmer
tjomreap swôo
ââ kune
ngom
ro-ngea
kaaféé
toek dauh kau
toek sot
nom pang
ôotaèl
bangkôn
… ponmaane
tonléé
stoeng

English
!"##$%&'()*+#,,Thank you
Hot
Cold
Coffee
Milk
Water
Bread
Hotel
.-%,#$)*,/0/$-"1
How much? How many?
River (big)
River (small), creek

Equivalent terms for units of governance in
Southeast Asia
Country
Cambodia

Indonesia

Philippines

Thailand

Viet Nam

Hamlet

Village

PhumThmei
(20-50
hh)
Dusun
(50+ hh)

Phum
(100+ hh)

Purok
(20-50
hh)
Klum
Ban/Pok
(20-30
hh)
Cum
(20-30
hh)

Barangay
(7-10
purok)
Moo Ban
(50+ hh)

Commune
Khum
(10-20
phum)

District

Provincial

Srok
(8+ khum)

Khaet
(5+ srok)
Propinsi
(5-40
kabupaten)

Tambon
(8-15 moo
ban)

Kapubaten
or Kota
(10+
kecamatan)
Munisipyo
(10+
barangay)
Amphoe
(8-10
tambon)

Xa
(8-15 bàn)

Huyên
(12-18 xa)

Tinh
(8-16
huyên)

Desa
(5-10
dusun)

Bàn/Lang
(30-60
hh)

Subdistrict

Kecamatan
(10-15
desa)

Probinsiya
(10+
munisipyo)
Chang Wat
(8-20
amphoe)

Population
10 million

207 million

81 million

66 million

78 million

Source: AFN, 2004 (!""#$%%&&&'()*(+,-.)"/."&,-0',-1%#23%#2345'#6+).
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Route of engagement
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Area engagement
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Typical day at Mekong (downstream), southeast of Phnom Penh City, where people
travel everyday by barge to city and neighbouring villages.

Introduction
With a focus on Reconciliation with
Creation (cf Annex 1, Reconciliation
with Creation Project), defined by the
35th General Congregation and
identified by the Jesuit Conference of
Asia Pacific (JCAP), three practical
statements are specified:
Our ecology strategy is the
concern of the whole Conference
and seeks expression through:
o our institutions and
lifestyles,
o formation of young
people, lay and scholastic,
o governance of natural
resources.
Conference encourages many
initiatives in each province.
Conference entrusts a facilitating
role to the Social Ministries.

Internationally, ecology is supported
by the Society, including both the
Social Justice and Ecology Secretariat
(SJES) and the Higher Education
Secretariat. For this reason, people
from the Education apostolate are
engaged in this experiential workshop.
The world is full of environmental
issues and concerns. The Mekong
workshop is set for us to find the
grace of (personal) deeper relations
with our self, creation, neighbour and
God.
In facing ecological challenges a deep
experience of hope is needed. Starting
with the attitude of gratitude in
creation comes the gift of social
healing with the land (and water), and
the grace of hope that proceeds
towards achieving greater ecological
responsibility, justice, and peace.

In this regard, ecology has become our
working theme for this year’s Social
Apostolate meeting in Mekong.
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Why Mekong?
In August 2010, during the Social Ministries meeting on Migration in Klaten
(Indonesia), it was decided that the focus of 2011 meeting would be on
ecology. Prior to the meeting, an initial planning with the representatives
from the Social Ministries was held in order to develop and propose a
coherent ecology strategy and action plan (cf Annex 2, Ecology Strategy and
Action Plan) for the Conference. The proposal was subsequently brought to
the Social Ministries meeting (16-20 August) and received full support from
the delegates.
In the process, the Mekong Region (China, Lao PDR, Myanmar, Thailand, Viet
Nam and Cambodia) was identified as one of the themes during the group
discussion. The output was grouped into three main topics, 1) facts from
simple observation, 2) analysis and reflection of the situation, and 3)
immediate responses.
Initially, the Mekong Region is viewed as:
• A big issue, with “big” countries destroying the livelihood of the small
countries, specially the minorities.
• Deteriorating, with the level of fish production decreasing, biological
cycle affected.
• A regional problem, with countries like Cambodia, Myanmar, Vietnam
contributing to the poisoning of the river and the displacing of people.
Analysis and reflection of the situation:
• There is a Lower Mekong River Commission, but has weak civil society
involvement.
• The government speaks about the benefits of the dams yet, there is
limited information given about the possible impact to people and
resources.
• People affected are not organised and do not have enough
information to engage.
Immediate responses:
• To write paper about the Mekong issue. Gabriel Lamug-Nañawa’s
research on the Tonle Sap Lake is being expanded to include concerns
on the Mekong.
• To research on and reflect upon issues concerning the communities of
the Mekong River, such as the proposed dams in Lao PDR and
Cambodia, which are seen controversial.
• The Conference should be involved in the Mekong River “campaign”,
yet the question is how?
As part of our strategy of engagement in natural resource management, the
Mekong River has been selected as a focus being held in common to many
countries. There is much work being done in the area that is way beyond our
capacity but our intention is not to lead but engage. Our role as Jesuits is to
take this as a learning context for many of our ecological reconciliation and
social concerns across the Conference. In seeking deeper relations with
creation, we reflect along the banks of the Mekong and draw on our
grounded experiences of hope from the communities that are deeply
connected with the flows of the Mekong.
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Objectives
The workshop intends to provide us
occasion to reflect on the recently
developed orientation, “Our
Environmental Way of Proceeding”
(cf Annex 3, full document), which
was finalised last February 2011 by
the Ecology Task Force of Asia
Pacific.
In an effort to synergize our ecology
actions, the “Fr Greens” from the
different provinces and “ecology
persons” from different
organisations within the Conference
and selected members of the
Association of Colleges and
Universities in Asia Pacific (AJCUAP) are invited to join and to share
their ecological management
initiatives and grounded experiences
that support the three themes of the
Conference,
Theme 1, Jesuit Institutions and
Lifestyle,
Theme 2, Youth Education for
Sustainability, and
Theme 3, Governance of Natural
Resources.

In general, this experiential workshop
aims to:
• Build common understanding and
shared approach to our
engagement with reconciliation
with creation;
• Discover and strengthen our
engagement and commitment to
reconciliation with creation
across the Conference; and
• Commit to action aligned with
the ecology strategy and action
plans.
And specifically, we seek to:
• Further support the identified
lead people in each province or
region and those associated with
ecological work;
• Reaffirm the programs and get
the initial assessments moving
and local programs initiated or
connected, guided by the
strategy already outlined; and
• Gain some awareness of the
ecological, social and
developmental complexities of
the Mekong River Basin and
understand how we might
continue to relate with these
concerns.

Box 1: Starting with the attitude of Gratitude
“Our Environmental Way of Proceeding,” … we acknowledge our Creator of life and
find some quiet moment each day to appreciate this with gratitude…
1. We are dependent on the richness and constant rebirth of the land and seas;
yet many of us are blinded by an urban self-sufficiency that places the
problems elsewhere. We need to experience this gratitude as grace and
share it with others.
2. We need to experience with gratitude the gift of our institutions. We operate
through our institutions of learning not because of our own effort but as a
product of grace, the history of working with others and the resources given.
3. We need to acknowledge the uncertainty of what the future holds and the
interdependence of all systems ecological and social. The problem is not to
be outsourced to the experts but we are all called both to seek a greater
knowledge of nature and experience our interrelatedness and deeper
gratitude for the meaning of life.
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Significance of Mekong
The Mekong River, known as the Lánc!ng
Ji!ng in China, is the heart and soul of
mainland Southeast Asia. Over 60 million
people depend on the river and its
tributaries for food, water, transport and
many other aspects of their daily lives.
The river supports one of the world’s
most diverse fisheries, second only to
Brazil’s Amazon River.1 With an
estimated length of 4,909 kilometers and
passing through six countries (China’s
Yunnan Province to Myanmar, Lao PDR,
Thailand, Cambodia, and Viet Nam), the
management of the Mekong River is
demanding more land-water linkages and
integration across all sectors, disciplines,
and institutions.2
About 30% of the annual water flow of
Mekong is diverted for human use. Its
flow greatly depends on the snowmelt
processes in Tibet, which creates much
concern to many due to climate change
and reduced snowfall. The rains in the
upper region start from May to
September and the impact of the
typhoons have a delayed overlap with
this, resulting in natural flooding that
occurs particularly in the Tônlé Sap
(Great Lake) and the delta area in
Cambodia, allowing for extensive
groundwater recharged.

Figure 1. Mekong River Basin
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Mekong Fact Sheet
Area basin

795,000 square kilometers

Length

4,909 kilometers

The Mekong system is extremely complex.
The natural resource management issues
and priorities differ in each countries and
the level of development and populations
vary significantly. There are many
demands made on the river and,
inevitably, there are conflicts in the
demands and views as to how the water
should (or should not) be used.

Countries
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The Thais want more water; the Laotions
want capital and expertise to develop
hydropower to export to Thailand and

Primary legal
agreement

Basin
population
Country
population
(total)
Uses
Per capita GDP

Institutional
arrangements

60 million
242 million
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Vietnam; the Khmers need capital and
infrastructure and to secure sustainable
fishery resources in the Tônlé Sap; and the Vietnamese, while in need of capital for
the management of resources, do not want any upstream development that can
exacerbate salt water intrusion into the Mekong delta during the dry season.3
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Tônlé Sap, the Great Lake
The Tônlé Sap or the Great Lake is a huge inland water body in the western part of
Cambodian landscape. It is the largest freshwater lake and flood forest habitat in
Southeast Asia, fed by the Mekong River system.
During the dry season, the
Figure 2. Seasonality and Waterflow, Tônlé Sap
Great Lake drains by the
Tônlé Sap River southeast to
the Mekong River. During
the wet season in June to
November, the lake expands
to as high as 4 to 5 times
(about 2,600 to 10,400
square kilometers) its dry
season size, and its average
depth increases 7 to 9
7,2-8.$9!""#$%%&&&'(+-*8(/&(".-',-1%:.0,/1;-*<.-'!":9
times, with an estimated 60
percent of the additional
water flowing down the Mekong River, then turning north and reversing its flow into
the Tônlé Sap River. This natural mechanism provides a unique and important balance
to the Mekong River downstream of the lake and ensures a flow of fresh water during
the dry season into the Mekong delta in Vietnam, which buffers the intrusion of salt
water into the rich agricultural lands of the delta.4
Forests play a critical role in sustaining the aquatic ecology of the lake. Upper
watersheds, temperate montane and tropical rainforests slow water run-off and greatly
reduce erosion and downstream sedimentation. Around the lake, flood forests protect
the Great Lake core during the dry season, and act as an immense hatchery during the
rainy season, providing daily food and livelihood to about 3 million people and fishing
villages around it. The health of the Great Lake is also closely linked with the flow of
the Mekong River. This interlocking importance of the two water systems warrant an
integral approach of sustainable management of upland watersheds, surrounding
forests in the Tônlé Sap and dam constructions in countries along the Mekong.
Ecologically and economically, the Tônlé Sap and the Mekong River are among the most
important hydrological systems in the world, yet their ability to continue to function as
they have in the past is in question.5

Understanding of sediment impact
Sediments have a value in reducing bank erosion. In some cases, they maintain the
delta and coastal outline and also the fish ecosystems. Depending on how the dams
are designed and operated, this affects not only the water flow but also the sediment
flow and aquatic ecosystem. Dams have to be designed to allow both the movement
of sediment and of fish populations. Seventy-five percent of Viet Nam’s fish catch
comes from the delta region where the annual outflow of two million tons of
sediment sustains the coastal ecosystems. Maintaining a near natural sediment flux is
critical in sustaining the Mekong.6
Over the past few years, the Lower Mekong River has witnessed extremely low water
levels. Speculatively, the changes are a consequence of the construction and
operation of the cascade dams in the upper part of the Mekong, along the Lánc!ng
Ji!ng River (in China). Dam construction on upper streams produce a series of
induced effects downstream, particularly in terms of water, sediment, channel and
ecological changes.
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According to report, the infilling of the
Manwan reservoir in 1992 caused
water levels to fall to record lows in
various parts of the Mekong River, and
sediment concentration values
decreased similarly. The varying levels
of water flow along the Lower Mekong
is due to the water released from the
dams are different from and affect the
natural flow regime of the river.7
(View along the promenade of Kompong
Population and urbanization are
Cham). The only constructed bridge in
increasingly expanding in the Mekong
Cambodia that traverses Mekong River.
River region, which dramatically
affect land surface distribution and use. Due to its trans-boundary location, riparian
countries are developing different parts of the river basin independently. The forest
clearing, arable land expansion, and reservoir construction and water diversion in
the region raised many concerns, as these could disrupt or result to loss of loss of
livelihoods to over 100 cultures living in the Mekong basin.
Sources:
1
Lancang (Mekong) River, http://www.internationalrivers.org/china/lancang-mekong-river.
2
Walpole, P., 2011. Managing the Mekong, http://essc.org.ph/content/view/452/153/.
3
Mekong River Basin, http://www.africanwater.org/mekong_river.htm.
4
Ibid.
5
Asia Forest Network (AFN), 2004. Flood forests, fish, & fishing villages, (English)
http://www.asiaforestnetwork.org/pub/pub49.pdf; (Khmer)
http://www.asiaforestnetwork.org/pub/pub68.pdf.
6
Walpole, P., 2011. Increased understanding of sediment impact in the Mekong,
http://essc.org.ph/content/view/447/153/.
7
Lu & Siew, 2005. Water discharge & sediment flux changes in the Lower Mekong River,
http://www.hydrol-earth-syst-sci-discuss.net/2/2287/2005/hessd-2-2287-2005-print.pdf.
Related readings:
1. Gabby Lamug-Nañawa SJ, 2011. Reconnecting our web of right relations,
http://jcap.essc.org.ph/?p=685.
2. Gabby Lamug-Nañawa SJ, 2011. The Tonle Sap lake: characteristics & threats,
http://jcap.essc.org.ph/?p=627.
3. Regional perspectives on plantations, an overview on the Mekong basin,
http://www.wrm.org.uy/publications/briefings/Mekong.pdf.
4. Policy brief, China’s emerging role in the Mekong Region, http://www.boellcambodia.org/downloads/China_Study_-_Policy_Brief.pdf.
5. Hidden costs, the underside of economic transformation in the Greater Mekong
Subregion, http://www.oxfam.org.au/resources/filestore/originals/OAusHiddenCostsMekong-0907.pdf.
“If you can’t measure it, you can’t manage it” is an old management adage attributed to
management guru Peter Drucker (19 November 1909-11 November 2005). This dictum can very well
apply to natural resource management, and perhaps one of the best illustrations of this in modern
times is the current situation in the Mekong River.
A trans-boundary river like the Mekong requires a high level of technical and political integration
for successful management. Many small river systems are seeking to develop payment for
environmental services (PES) mechanisms, where downstream must pay for the water received from
upstream and sustained especially during the dry season. But on large rivers like Mekong, the
relations go both ways – upstream must also consider their interference with the systems both as
ecological, including fish stocks and flow rates, as well as quality and seasonal flow of water.
12
Pedro Walpole SJ, editorial, http://ecojesuit.com/measuring-first-what-we-must-manage-thelearning-process-for-the-lower-mekong/998/.

In Cambodia, flooding of the Mekong is seen not as a
problem but rather as a way of life.

Area engagement
The constant inundation of the river supports community-life, particularly their fishing
and farming activities. Floodwater brings fish and “good soils” for the crops.
In the last 20 years, the behaviour of the Mekong has been changing. Although the
floodplains and boeng (seasonal flooded lakes) still get inundated, the volume has
become less. From a 10-meter flood-height in some villages, it is noted that since
2005, the floodwater is now (at least) 3-meter less. This raises a concern to many
people living near and along the Mekong – with their fish catch and cropland becoming
less productive.
About Kompong Cham
In terms of population, Kompong Cham is the 6th largest city in Cambodia, with about
58,900 people. With its Mekong River location and relatively close proximity to Phnom
Penh (123km) and Viet Nam, Kompong Cham has always been an important trade and
transportation hub.
Kompong means “the side of a river or any other water body, while Cham means
ethnicity of Champa. For the most part the Cham remained a seafaring people
dedicated to trade, and maintained few settlements of any size away from the coast.

Box 2: Engaging with communities
“Our Environmental Way of Proceeding,” … we seek to reflect and speak of what
we experience and discern of our relationship with and responsibility for the
earth’s natural systems …
1. It is from the experience of gratitude not power over creation that our
attitudes and expectations change and we learn to engage with greater
resilience.
2. Short-term marketability becomes the basis for “resource development”
and the greater interrelatedness is lost. We need to discuss and engage with
the business world the ecological concerns and quality of life, especially of
the poor.
3. The account of conscience that is a reflection on our fidelity to a shared
and cared for world, bonds us with others, strengthening our sense of work
and celebration.
4. We come to better understand the basic justice and right relations needed,
how others are working for a better environment and the choices we can
make together.
5. We find the strength for what we truly feel needs to be done by working in
unity of purpose to take responsibility for the world’s natural resources.
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“Twenty years ago, we could get “good soils” from the Tonle Mekong. Now, the floodwater has
been less and shorter, leaving no “good soils” for us. Before, in our 5-meter by 100-meter lot,
we could harvest two tons of sweet potatoes but now we could only harvest two kilos.
Mr. Sokun, 46 years old, parish worker

Community 1: Koh Roka
Koh Roka is located 9 kilometers southwest of Kompong Cham City. Koh Roka is named
after ro-ka (Bombax ceiba), the cotton tree that grows in the area. There are six
villages in the commune of Koh Roka. Majority is planting neang (rice), vegetables,
and seasonal crops. To date, there are no more fishermen, since the fish catch has
gone to zero.
People are highly dependent on the rain to grow rice while they rely on the flooding
and receding pattern of the Mekong to grow vegetables and crops. When the
floodwaters recede, people start to plant vegetables like spèy (chinese cabbage),
sândaèk (beans) and trâssâk (cucumber). For crops, they plant paut (maize), lo-ngo
(sesame), and dâmlôong (sweet potato), in sequence; maize takes longer to mature so
it is planted earlier than sweet potato. They harvest in September, before the flood
comes into the village.
The Mekong starts to inundate the fields in July and only comes to the village in
September. Normally, the height of the floodwater in the village reaches to about 1.5
meters from the flooring of the stilted houses, but often less. In the 1990s, before
2000, all villages are flooded. But since, flooding is seen to be less than before.
Approximately 50% of the commune is not flooded in September. During the flooding
season, the people work in the city (Kompong Cham) as labourer to support their
families.
Fifty percent of the commune is
engaged in rice farming. On average,
each family has one hectare of land,
equally divided to grow rice and
crops. Rice is planted for
consumption, while vegetables and
crops are sold to Kompong Cham, if
there is extra.

Banks slowly being taken over by the river yet
people continue to live in the area and find
livelihood along Mekong.

What does affect the community is
the continuing shift in the river and
loss of the high banks. In recent
years, the eroding banks of one of
the villages have resulted to people
moving out to a new place, which is
now identified as a “new village”.

Security is viewed in terms of
economic security and not in terms of the environment or politics. People get
whatever they could from the land, however it is not always enough to support their
families. Usually, at least one member of the family goes to Phnom Penh to work,
while others (particularly the wife) go to Malaysia to work as a domestic helper. The
process of working to Malaysia is through the recruiting agency in Kompong Cham or
by referral of those people who have been abroad.
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Community 2: Phum Thmei

Wood easily available

Phum Thmei is a khum (commune) located
13 kilometers northeast of Kompong Cham
City. Noticeably, quality woods are used
as housing materials. These woods
normally come from the mountain nearby
and are usually transported at night to
avoid the police.
Some people plant bamboos to protect
the banks. Eighty percent of the
community is engaged in fishing.

Kokko

Albizia thorelii

Beng

Afzelia xylocarpa

Neang noun

Dalbergia bariensis

Phehek

Shorea thorelii

Sokram

Xylia dolabriformis

Best wood
Sralao

Lagerstroemia sp.

Chheuteal

Dipterocarpus sp.

Dhek

For a fisherman like Mr. Srean (43 years old),
June is a lean month with almost no fish to
catch. Although June is the start of the rainy
season, the water in Mekong is still low. Since
boeng sarkhor has no fish yet, he lays down his
net (2-m by 70-m) along the banks of Mekong
and everyday he checks for fish, usually chheit
fish.
January to February is the best months to fish
along Mekong with an average fish catch of 1-2
kilos per day, profit reaching up to 8000 Riels
(3US$/day). On the other hand, July to August is
the best months to fish at boeng, when the
floodwater gets inside the swamp.

Mr. Srean above his fish net along
Mekong.

Local traders of Phum Thmei normally buy the
fish. The volume is too small to support the local market in Kompong Cham City.
Seven to 10 years ago, they do not have to go far to catch fish. They could catch 8-10
kilos of fish in a day. But now, with the emergence of fish farms, many fishermen
catch small fish to feed the big fish in the farm. Normally, when the water at the
Tonle Sap recedes, the fish comes up to Kompong Cham, however, with the existence
of fish traps between Tonle Sap and Kompong Cham, the fish no longer reaches the
village.
During the profit months (Jan-Feb; Jul-Aug), people usually buy rice to stock for the
dry season.
Landuse

Housing

Maize field

Rice field

Management system

House structures
adapting to the
floodwater
pattern

Small area,
fertilizer used

Occasional cutting but
not uprooting of dam
bonla yun (Vachillia
aroma)

Limited area

Growth of dam bonla
yun is already an
aggressive invasive
species with annual
widespread dispersal
of seed by floodwater

Management
concern

Elevation (masl)

20

16

15-14

Boeng
(Seasonal lake)
Starts to appear in
July; catch fish by line
& bait. With 3 cm mesh
net, 40-m length, 1-m
height
Growth of dam bonla
yun, limiting access to
boeng areas
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Community 3: Kdol Leu
Kdol Leu is located 40 kilometers north-northeast of
Kompong Cham City. To reach the community, people
have to cross the Mekong along Stoeng Treng City by
barge.
Kdol is divided into three sections: Leu pertains to the
upper section of the area while Kdol Kraom (lower),
and Kdol Kandal (middle). At Kdol Kraom majority of
the population are Muslim, while Catholics and
Christians are distributed at Kdol Kandal and Kdol Leu.
Historically, people are descendants of the slaves
during the colonization period
of the French. During the
(Above) Aside from handling
daily households chores &
budgeting, Ming Sambat is
also involved in gathering
and stripping bamboos, as
well as making fish traps.
(Right) Both men & women
do bamboo stripping for
livelihood.

entry of the Khmer Rouge in
the 1970s, forest areas started
to open and converted into
ricefields.

Today, most families own
bamboo lots of 50-m by 10-m
size. Bamboo stripping has
been a profitable activity for
the families in Kdol Leu, which allowed them to send their children to school and at
the same time construct their houses. Since bamboo has become the main source of
income, each family is consciously replanting bamboos for sustainability.
Fishing on the other hand is a major activity during the wet season. When Mekong
begins to flood in the month of July, people start to make their own fish traps out of
bamboo. The fish they catch are mainly for consumption.

Box 3: Social healing with the land (and water)
“Our Environmental Way of Proceeding,” … we recognize that the children we see today
inherit this living world … we seek to reach out in hope to the poor who are increasingly
losing their livelihoods and ecological sustainability and incorporate their concerns in
our care for the web of life …
1. We focus on healing and avoid being overtaken by the turmoil. This is the
contemplative in action, when we recognize Christ labouring in the world and
join in that labour for others. In this we know the world is not ours and we live
today not for ourselves but for those around us and for the generations to come.
2. We learn that anything we take must not be taken from others or from the
sustainability of the land and seas or from the sustainability of our children and
of their children.
3. We are learning of the interconnectivity of degraded environments, increased
risks and disasters, resource conflicts, weakening ecological services, lack of
livelihood security, loss of food quality and forced migration. The poor and the
marginalised bear the greater part of this burden. We know that many of our
economic systems create and sustain poverty and degradation across the world
and this is one of the greatest burdens we give to the next generation.
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Box 4: Hope towards greater ecological responsibility, justice,
and peace
“Our Environmental Way of Proceeding,” … we support good actions in
contemporary culture and explore needed alternatives with decision … we seek the
greater good of finding how people can work with the gifts of creation … we accept
the challenge of contributing to a more sustainable world …
1. We need greater collaboration and networks amongst Jesuit institutions and
with lay partners. We partner with other organisations and social strategies
to broaden our capacity to impact greater social and ecological order that is
in keeping with our commitment to justice.
2. Through our dialogue with indigenous peoples we learn of deep relations with
the land and respect for creation, we learn the value of diversity in culture
and in biodiversity and so we learn how to work and seek new initiatives that
bring about greater ecological and cultural security.
3. The mission of reconciliation with creation is in all areas where we face
change, in the social, cultural, youth, pastoral, refugees, educational,
intellectual and organisational frontiers of our work. If we are to care for the
common good, we cannot take a step forward without it being in the context
of creation, without recognizing the need for good governance and
management of the earth’s natural and mineral resources.
4. We are uncertain of the world’s future and accept with hope the challenge
of transformation in those attitudes and actions that negatively impact on
the environment and the options of the poor and those of future generations.
5. Our hope and resilience come from understanding these impacts and how to
work better in community and society with creation while sharing in the
spirit of all life with all people.
6. Our response is rooted in a deep desire for a just and caring society
reconciling with God, neighbour and creation.
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Annex 1: Reconciliation with Creation project
In heeding the call to restore the right relationships with creation, the Congregation urges all
Jesuits and all partners engaged in the same mission. The Social and Education Ministries have
been tasked with initiating and animating programs and initiatives on the environment. It is
intended that this commitment engage many Jesuits and partners in a variety of fields. In
2009, JCAP in consultation among the ministries in Asia Pacific identified three goals relevant
to the Society’s role in care for the environment,
Goal 1, To develop a coherent environment agenda for JCAP
Goal 2, To increase the collaboration between provinces and regions of Asia Pacific
Goal 3, To learn from local initiatives for shared solidarity and international advocacy
In 2010, the Major Superiors of the Conference have confirmed several common collaborative
projects for the Society in Asia Pacific, among them “Reconciliation with Creation”.
The “Reconciliation with Creation” project of Jesuit Conference of Asia Pacific (JCAP) offers
an opportunity for discernment and new strategic planning by Jesuits and partners in Asia
Pacific in regard to respect for all creation. It seeks to set in place concrete programs and
initiatives in Jesuit institutions, communities and social and educational projects that will
bring greater understanding and respect for our environment and our place in it, increase our
capacity to respond to the effects of climate change on our world, especially on the poor, and
join with others in promoting justice and the common good.
The decision taken at the July 2010 meeting states that,
•

•
•

Our ecology strategy is the concern of the whole Conference and seeks expression
through:
o our institutions and lifestyles,
o formation of young people, lay and scholastic,
o governance of natural resources.
Conference encourages many initiatives in each province.
Conference entrusts a facilitating role to the Social Ministries.

Pedro Walpole SJ has been appointed as the lead coordinator to work with the Social
Ministries. It is intended that this commitment to Reconciliation with Creation engage
Jesuits and collaborators in many ministries.

Annex 2: Ecology strategy and action plan
Since the meeting in Klaten (August 2010), the ecology strategy and action plan is updated,
with the overarching document, “Our Environmental Way of Proceeding” finalised last
February 2011.
The ecology strategy and action plan includes the three themes of the Conference, with the
overarching document serving as a guide to move the strategy,
Theme 1, Jesuit Institutes and Lifestyle, http://jcap.essc.org.ph/?cat=3
Theme 2, Youth Education for Sustainability, http://jcap.essc.org.ph/?cat=6
Theme 3, Governance of Natural Resources, http://jcap.essc.org.ph/?cat=12
Theme 1 implements programs on,
a. Green Campus Management, http://jcap.essc.org.ph/?cat=4
b. Jesuit Institutes and Lifestyles, http://jcap.essc.org.ph/?cat=27
c. Flights for Forests, http://jcap.essc.org.ph/?cat=5
Activities:
• Documenting green campus management initiatives, initially in Australia (St.
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•

•

•

•

Ignatius College Riverview), Indonesia (Sanata Dharma University, ATMI-Solo),
and Philippines (Xavier University-CDO, Ateneo de Manila).
http://jcap.essc.org.ph/?cat=4
Visits to Xavier University-CDO to help establish baseline line data for solid
waste management (http://jcap.essc.org.ph/?p=716). As a result, a waste
segregation facility is being developed that would facilitate effective sorting &
segregation of wastes in the campus.
Ecological checklists for schools (http://jcap.essc.org.ph/?p=1063), community
(http://jcap.essc.org.ph/?p=1094), offices, and parishes
(http://jcap.essc.org.ph/?p=1033) have been established as tool for gauging
levels of management & identifying areas for improvement. These checklists are
managed by Fr. Andreas, Fr. Dominique, & Fr. Gabby, accordingly.
The Jesuit Basic Education Commission (JBEC) in the Philippines has been a
venue for presenting the checklists for schools. Members have used the checklist
as a starting point for engaging with schools for understanding levels of green
initiatives programs in campuses, http://jcap.essc.org.ph/?p=1197. On a
different level, the Ateneo Environmental Management Coalition (AEMC) of
AdMU has also used the checklists as tool to establish baseline data for green
campus management.
The “flights for forests” proposal has been finalized. This proposal seeks to
offset carbon footprint by charging 5US$ for every flights taken in our
Conference (http://jcap.essc.org.ph/wp-content/uploads/2011/02/Flights-forForests_Brochure.pdf). Amount collected from this initiative seeks to support
communities engage in rainforestation for sustaining livelihoods & improving
local climate (http://jcap.essc.org.ph/?cat=5;
http://ecojesuit.com/sustainable-wood-carving-at-the-center-of-the-dovecambodia/1147/). This proposal is presented to Major Superiors of Asia Pacific
to seek support for implementation.

Theme 2 focuses on the following programs,
a. Scholastics & lay partners’ formation, http://jcap.essc.org.ph/?cat=7
b. Formative courses on cultural engagement & ecological sustainability,
http://jcap.essc.org.ph/?cat=8
c. Apprenticeship, http://jcap.essc.org.ph/?cat=9
d. Learning sustainable life, http://jcap.essc.org.ph/?cat=10
e. Engagement & reflection, http://jcap.essc.org.ph/?cat=11
On-going strategies:
• Developing elective course with Fr. Jojo of the Jesuit Companions on Indigenous
Peoples (JCIM) that include concrete engagement with indigenous community
(in Mindanao) to deepen understanding of culture & their relations to
environment.
• Developing ecology program for scholastics formation in Indonesia, following the
format of the Asia Pacific Theological Encounter Program (APTEP). This program
covers reflection on ecology & reconciliation with creation.
• Drafting elective courses on reconciliation with creation for junior philosophers
& theologians in the Philippines. These courses intend to provide scholastics the
field-based contemplative experience of creation. Discussion with formators is
on going.
• Summer youth training, both in skills & leadership formation of the out-ofschool & high school indigenous youths in Mindanao. This program seeks to
nurture the next generation of leaders of Mindanao, which are grounded on
their indigenous culture while finding equity and meaning in engaging with a
global culture.
• Establishing ecology & culture center in Mindanao as an integrated learning
center for different learning groups across Mindanao, with focused and strategic
engagement from Asia and Europe. The center develops and bases its integrated
knowledge system in its continuous experiences in Mindanao particularly
focusing on four areas: (1) science, (2) culture, (3) ecology, and (4) education.
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Such integrated knowledge also encompasses the Mindanao environmental,
socio-political and cultural characteristics and conditions for which different
responses, depending upon the learning partner, are developed.
Theme 3 deals with governance of natural resources implementing programs on,
a. Disasters resilience, http://jcap.essc.org.ph/?cat=13
b. Governance of natural & mineral resources, http://jcap.essc.org.ph/?cat=14
c. Mekong River livelihood: internally displaced people & indigenous peoples,
http://jcap.essc.org.ph/?cat=28
d. Eco-networking, http://jcap.essc.org.ph/?cat=28
The engagement has been an ongoing process, yet with limited (concrete) activities taken.
There is an on going engagement with the communities in Maowangdong in China on
community resource mapping as a tool for resource planning & management. This initiative
is coordinated through Fr. Fernando and Ms. Teresa Tao.
The effort in holding the workshop in Mekong is strategically designed to help define
programs in Cambodia, which allow us to extend our area engagement to broader Mekong.
With the recent meeting in Loyola (Spain) of the Global Ignatian Advocacy Network (GIAN),
it is hoped that this would provide concrete plans as to how we move our agenda on
governance of natural resource (http://www.ignatianadvocacy.org/).

Summary
Within our Conference, there are several “green” initiatives that need to be highlighted,
not to boast but for others to learn. The effort is to understand the approaches and
learnings on bringing about ecological programs in our community and institutes.
At different levels, our institutions are taking action and responsibility to care for our
environment. Establishing eco-networking and synergy within and among institutions is an
important step to move forward. It is the hope of this workshop that we bring more people
committed to action aligned to our ecology strategy and action plan.
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Annex 3: Our Environmental Way of Proceeding
The “Our Environmental Way of Proceeding” orientation, drafted by the Jesuit
Conference in Asia Pacific (JCAP) serves as the basis to move our ecology strategy and
emerging action plan. It is as an overarching introductory document for us to connect our
diverse efforts in ecological relations and ground our values. It also serves as the basis to
move our ecology strategy and action plan.
This commitment is rooted in our spirituality, seeking deeper relations with creation, our
self, and our neighbour.
How are we challenged to act with ecological responsibility today?
We know there are many problems and much mismanagement in how we as human
societies affect the earth’s ecology. Many experts are analyzing the causes and effects of
the changing ecological patterns of the world. We as individuals, in institutions and
communities know we have to be transformed in how we live, but given the design of the
support systems and production lines that make up society as we know it we face great
challenges in grasping the complexity of the problem and finding solutions. Taking
responsibility for our actions is clearly needed, yet few people are confident in where to
begin and how to take practical steps that bring us together to make a difference.
If we could simply solve the ecological problem would this give us a better world?
Pope John Paul II called for “ecological conversion.” Pope Benedict XVI reaffirmed this
statement during the 2010 World Day of Peace by saying, “if you want to cultivate peace,
protect creation.” This brings us to the deeper dimension of the relations in creation and
not simply our ecological concerns. In experiencing creation as the basis for supporting and
celebrating all life we realize creation is an ongoing gift in our relationships with God and
neighbour. God’s creative action establishes all that is good and through Noah’s relation
with God and his action we see creation sustained. Christ as the new creation promises
that he is with us seeking to establish God’s reign of peace on earth and salvation of all
creation. We need to share in the continuous creative action of God.
How are we to live this out; what is our response?
Humbly, we acknowledge our limitations and by sharing in the Jesuit mission of the 35th
General Congregation of the Society of Jesus we take up the central theme of
reconciliation with creation, with neighbour and with God. We start from a deep gratitude
for the gift of all life and our personal decisions, witness, and commitment to establish
right relations, are not simply to sustain us in our comfort zone. This gives us courage to
seek partnership in caring for our earth. We revise our sense of this being “our” earth and
what our attitude needs to be in this relation. We have learned we do not own the earth
but that we belong to it. This relationship of belonging is foundational and dynamic, and in
calling us to care draws out our deepest humanity.
Peace and sustainable ecology are the woof and warp of our human reconciliation with
creation. The gratitude and hope inside us and in our relations with others needs to change
how we govern the use of natural and mineral resources. Resources have already become
international sources of conflicts and a basis for war. Our way of proceeding begins with
experiences of gratitude, hope and responsibility; and engages as an advocacy for healing.
This approach is continuous with social healing extending to the land and all life. Enriched
relations are sought through spirituality, humanity and creation.
We seek deeper relations with creation and actions based on culture, knowledge and
informed conscience, with concern for all life and for our neighbour. In the Asia Pacific
region, we draw on diverse peoples, ecology, resources, beliefs, situations and learning.
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There are many who are already working with deep integrity and right relations in this
sphere.
Jesuits and lay partners are asked to first establish credibility in our own homes and
institutes as a basis for more effectively engaging in greater ecological responsibility with
others.
Where and how do we begin our “ecological conversion”?
Fr. Pedro Arrupe S.J. spoke of “our way of proceeding” as captured in the 34th General
Congregation: Decree 26:1-9. In using this approach we draw out seven points deepening
our response to the challenge of reconciliation with creation in our lives and institutes.
1. We acknowledge God as Creator of life and find some quiet moment each day to
appreciate this with gratitude.
If we are to succeed in responding to our global environmental crisis, our response needs
to come from a deep experience of hope. As Jesuits and partners, we begin with the
attitude of finding God through creation as Ignatius did. We seek to understand like the
Early Church Fathers the deep relation between the Book of Revelation and the Book of
Nature as a qualitative expression of God’s creative presence that allows us to feel God’s
hand running through all life. We find these relationships in creation through the Spirit who
invigorates us to read carefully with hope the Signs of the Times in our care for all life.
This experience comes from a deep personal love of Jesus Christ, the gift of which runs
counter to the culture of consumerism and seeks right relations with God neighbour and
creation. We are dependent on the richness and constant rebirth of the land and seas; yet
many of us are blinded by an urban self-sufficiency that places the problems elsewhere.
We need to experience this gratitude as grace and share it with others.
We need to experience with gratitude the gift of our institutions. We operate through our
institutions of learning not because of our own effort but as a product of grace, the history
of working with others and the resources given.
Science plays a very important role in environmental research and management but cannot
answer all questions of the mind, and does not answer the heart. We need to learn to
appreciate our beautiful mornings, children playing in the rain, a cherry tree in flower, and
insights and excellence of the human mind as we move towards reconciliation with
creation. Respect for life is a mystical experience, showing us the connectedness of all
life. Our Asia Pacific cultures are rooted in this mystical understanding and are a source we
can draw on in renewing our attitudes, deepening our commitment and directing our
human knowledge.
Our response to ecological crises from local to global cannot simply come from the power
of technological resolution, polity, and application. We need to acknowledge the
uncertainty of what the future holds and the interdependence of all systems ecological and
social. The problem is not to be outsourced to the experts but we are all called both to
seek a greater knowledge of nature and experience our interrelatedness and deeper
gratitude for the meaning of life.
2. We as an apostolic body seek to reflect and speak of what we experience and
discern of our relationship with and responsibility for the earth’s natural
systems.
We are formed in conscience and bound in unity by the experiences we reflect upon that
guide us to share and discern actions across all our ministries. It is from the experience of
gratitude not power over creation that our attitudes and expectations change and we learn
to engage with greater resilience.
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All of us live in relation with the natural world even when we do not recognize it. Many of
us are prevented from receiving immediate feedback about the impact of our lifestyles.
Complex systems provide for consumer needs based on resources coming from distant
geographic areas where we may not be aware of our collective social and ecological impact.
Short-term marketability becomes the basis for “resource development” and the greater
interrelatedness is lost. We need to discuss and engage with the business world the
ecological concerns and quality of life, especially of the poor.
The account of conscience that is a reflection on our fidelity to a shared and cared for
world, bonds us with others, strengthening our sense of work and celebration. We have a
bond that brings us beyond consumerism and comfort to Christ and the service of all
people. This allows us to more deeply consider others in our communication of the
objectives, decisions and actions. In this we share hope and seek accountability with
humility.
Reflecting on our own way of doing things using the Ignatian Spiritual Exercises helps us see
the conflicts between how we live personally, in community, institutionally on campus and
in society and what we feel needs to be done. We come to better understand the basic
justice and right relations needed, how others are working for a better environment and the
choices we can make together. We find the strength for what we truly feel needs to be
done by working in unity of purpose to take responsibility for the world’s natural resources.
3. We recognize that the children we see today inherit this living world and as we
choose to sustain it by finding God at work in all things, we humbly work with
young people.
We experience God as working in all of creation in a way that we can live out this relation
in all we do. In this way we acknowledge the good in all life and its gift to us, and how we
are to work knowing the initiative is through God. God is working, and has always been
working in creation and this sensitivity draws out the human generational response going
beyond immediate interests and relating to all humanity and all generations.
Often we are caught up with day-to-day activities and commitments, taking no time to
pause and seek a deeper attitude of God’s grace. We may respond to our daily disruptions
based on our own judgment, thinking that it is the best solution or possible response.
Recognizing God working through creation and the need for a generational response allows
us to seek God while working with the problem, not simply giving thanks in the resolution of
the problem.
The spirituality that allows us to have the necessary attitudinal change also allows us to
communicate deeply with others.
In working with Christ we focus on healing and avoid being overtaken by the turmoil. This is
the contemplative in action, when we recognize Christ labouring in the world and join in
that labour for others. In this we know the world is not ours and we live today not for
ourselves but for those around us and for the generations to come. We learn that anything
we take must not be taken from others or from the sustainability of the land and seas or
from the sustainability of our children and of their children.
Young people often express a freedom in asking the most truth revealing questions and yet
many are so easily captured by the things of the world and unhealthy ways of living and
communicating. We are losing familiarity with all that is involved in working the land and
experiencing nature. Today, fifty percent of the world’s population is urbanized. Young
people are increasingly alienated from creation as the generational connection is lost.
As we work to strengthen the ecological dimension in our lives this is a key opportunity to
accompany the youth in strengthening their sense of connectivity and conscience in the
world. As we listen deeply to them we may be able to encourage them to seek what is life
giving and advocate for the real changes needed to sustain their generation and those to
come. Together we can maintain the focus through reflection and action.
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4. We seek to reach out in hope to the poor who are increasingly losing their
livelihoods and ecological sustainability and incorporate their concerns in our
care for the web of life.
Can we engage the world today and stand in solidarity with the poor without dealing with
the global ecological concerns?
The world especially the poor, the youth and those who struggle need hope. We engage
with hope and fidelity from the spiritual depth of recognizing Christ in our people and our
land while listening to their story and how they seek justice and a new reconciliation. The
needs of the poor are great and in seeking reconciliation with creation, we seek anew to
be reconciled with the poor and address their daily needs and impacts on the land and the
hopes of their children.
Concern for the environment draws a limited response from many as there is little focus
given to such a holistic concern far from daily details and fragmented activities of a global
world. Everyone is now affected by environmental degradation: pollution, droughts and
floods; however, the burden is not evenly spread.
The poor bear the greater burden whether in overpopulated cities or marginal rural
environments. Urban pollution in many of our cities is something accepted; the loss of air
quality and congestion is a cost people are all subjected to in the hours before and after
school or work in many of our cities, but the poor both at work and where they live are
more exposed to the problem. The environment of garbage dumps as locations for
livelihoods of thousands of people takes a long time to reform needing much greater
change in the lifestyles, manufacturing and markets that produce the waste. The quality of
housing and services are not adequate in sustaining dignified living for most of the urban
poor. We lack not only the social prioritization and political will, but also the household to
market accountability to collectively transform the quality of urban living for all.
“Marginal environments” usually have low productivity, but are a critical source for
ecological services affecting urban life. Soil erosion is too often taken as the cost of
production and market competitiveness. The natural forest on the mountains may sustain
our water cycle and be a seasonal occasion for recreation while the local population may
not be adequately supported in the sustaining these beneficial resources and their own
basic needs.
How do we show solidarity with those who live in this urban degradation and to the other
half of the world living in rural and often marginal environments?
We are learning of the interconnectivity of degraded environments, increased risks and
disasters, resource conflicts, weakening ecological services, lack of livelihood security, loss
of food quality and forced migration. The poor bear the greater part of this burden. We
know that many of our economic systems create and sustain poverty and degradation
across the world and this is one of the greatest burdens we give to the next generation.
One of the important sources of relation with creation comes from indigenous peoples.
Indigenous peoples are increasingly marginalized by the growing global demand for natural
and mineral resources; they are also marginalized by the shortcomings in delivery of basic
services and security of livelihood in many parts of the world; and inadequate attention is
paid to their language, culture and relation to the land.
The training and technologies of our institutions are beginning to focus on responding to
the needs of the poor. We have a long way to go in strengthening life giving systems of
resource use in our societies. Fundamental to this is our commitment to communities to
strengthen their sense of meaning in life and their resilience on the land with sustainable
practices and market engagement.
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5. We support good actions in contemporary culture and explore needed
alternatives with decision; we partner with others broadening our capacity to
transform attitudes and relations.
This is the frontier where we seek greater engagement for ecological accountability in
continuing culture. How do we respect the riches of creation and work for the
reconciliation we need?
Today we are using all human means to understand the ecological systems of the Earth,
the local environments and their sustainability. We are challenged to engage with greater
care and develop organizational systems and processes that centre on ecological systems.
We are called to renew our sense of identity as we transform our relations with the
environment, adjust the ecological footprint of our consumption, learn to listen to others
and give deeper meaning to life.
Our institutions are looked upon as centres of learning and dialogue and resources for
society as a whole for engaging in complex concerns. Many of our Jesuit initiatives of
higher education are partnering in this learning and strengthening their areas of critical
contribution to environmental management and our schools are developing ecological
awareness and accountability of the students, staff, and parents. We are challenged to
participate and strengthen environmental responsibility, have the management of our
institutes’ environment and waste as working examples of what can be done and clearly
engage in the transformation of right relations with all.
We need greater collaboration and networks amongst Jesuit institutions and with lay
partners. We partner with other organizations and social strategies to broaden our
capacity to impact greater social and ecological order that is in keeping with our
commitment to justice. Through engagement programs we reach out with the youth to
understand the lives of the poor. We learn to listen and accompany them in areas of
capacity building, and livelihood options seeking a more secure and sustainable world.
Especially through our dialogue with indigenous peoples we learn of deep relations with
the land and respect for creation, we learn the value of diversity in culture and in
biodiversity and so we learn how to work and seek new initiatives that bring about greater
ecological and cultural security.
6. We seek the greater good of finding how people can work with the gifts of
creation. We live life as a mission to heal and share with others the fullness of
life.
The role of the elders and the wise in our Asia Pacific region is often to heal, to elucidate
virtue not simply to teach. People, communities and the earth need healing. We have to
layout clear faith values in which to root our functional values and attitudes in society and
ensure that the options for the poor give greater security against environmental risks and
greater security of livelihood. We need to engage so that the availability of products on
the market does not seduce us into immediate and seemingly easy, but short-sighted,
responses that entrap us.
In our shared mission to heal, we use our knowledge, draw on different cultural
experiences, seek God’s grace, celebrate life and put this to use for the present
generations with joy. We share a mission in searching for the greater good, in seeking new
ways of living the challenge of reconciliation. Witnessing through personal choice in the
public culture without imposing does help others engage in new opportunities for action
and also reduce personal consumption where excessive. As personal and public attitudes
change and also given the witness and credibility of individual and institutional action, the
impact of lifestyle changes, training and programs are more likely to increase and connect.
This further strengthens the needed language and discipline in a relations-based response
to the environment.
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This is the renewed charism of seeking God in all things. It is inseparable from our charism
and commitment for justice and peace. If we are to care for the common good, we cannot
take a step forward without it being in the context of creation, without recognizing the
need for good governance and management of the earth’s natural and mineral resources.
The mission of reconciliation with creation is in all areas where we face change, in the
social, cultural, youth, pastoral, refugees, educational, intellectual and organizational
frontiers of our work. Faced with many limitations we know we have to learn a new way of
living as community and as society. There are many Jesuits and partners working at the
frontiers who give witness in caring for creation. We need to share much more widely and
deeply in our different cultures in Asia Pacific a meaningful faith-based ecological witness
with those who suffer and those who yearn for peace across the land.
7. We accept the challenge of contributing to a more sustainable world.
Today we are uncertain of the world’s future and accept with hope the challenge of
transformation in those attitudes and actions that negatively impact on the environment
and the options of the poor and those of future generations. Our hope and resilience come
from understanding these impacts and how to work better in community and society with
creation while sharing in the spirit of all life with all people. This response is rooted in a
deep desire for a just and caring society reconciling with God, neighbour and creation.
As a result, our ecology strategy is the concern of the whole Conference and seeks
expression through:
•
•

•

our institutions and lifestyles,
formation of young people, lay and scholastic,
governance of natural resources.
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